## Features
- Fully ECE compliant auxiliary high-beam
- Combo beam pattern: combined near field & far field illumination
- Increased road safety: Up to 320 m light beam with 5° beam angle
- Compact and robust: Unbreakable polycarbonate lens to endure heavy duty application, over and under voltage protection
- Integrated driver and thermal management system for a superior lifetime
- 10 high performance LEDs

## Legal information
- Driving lights must be installed in pairs for 12 V / 24 V vehicles

## Fields of application
- 4 x 4
- ATV
- Commercial / construction vehicles
- Agriculture
- Caravans
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Product details

**Features**
- Fully ECE compliant auxiliary high beam
- Increased road safety: Up to 190m light beam with 8° beam angle
- Multifunctional application: compact mounting dimensions
- Compact and robust: Unbreakable polycarbonate lens to endure heavy duty application, over and under voltage protection
- Integrated driver and thermal management system for a superior lifetime
- 6 high performance LEDs

**Legal information**
- Driving lights must be installed in pairs for 12 V / 24 V vehicles

**Fields of application**
- 4x4
- ATV
- Commercial / construction vehicles
- Agriculture
- Caravans
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**Slim Lightbar (Variant 1)**
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**Slim Lightbar (Variant 2)**
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Product details

Features
- Fully ECE compliant auxiliary high beam ECE R112
- Light range: up to 300m
- Multifunctional application
- Compact mounting dimensions
- Robust & Resistant: Shatter proof polycarbonate lens to endure heavy duty application
- Over and under voltage protection
- Integrated driver and thermal management system
- 18 long-life high-performance LEDs

Legal information
- Driving lights must be installed in pairs for 12 V / 24 V vehicles

Fields of application
- 4 x 4
- ATV
- Commercial / construction vehicles
- Agriculture
- Caravans